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Annapurna South face
Christian Bonington

In many ways the outh face of Annapurna was super Alpine-presenting
both the problems and atmosphere I had known in 1966 during the ascent
of the Eiger Direct. On Annapurna our Kleine cheidegg was Base Camp,
situated on a grassy meadow beside the lateral moraine of the outh Anna
purna glacier, with the South face a mere three miles away framed by a ridge
of Annapurna South on one side and the moraine on the other. All we needed
were the trippers' telescopes and a better crop of tou rists to be in bu iness;
but we did have a steady stream of visitors: stray brigadiers, hippies, climbers,
earnest German tourists, Peace Corps people, and so on. The trickle, that
might well become a flood in years to come.

And then the way we tackled the South face; once again very similar to the
methods used on the winter ascent of the Eiger Direct. A continuous line of
fixed ropes, climbers dashing back to base for a rest; a Base Camp that was
in a different world from the face, with its T.' . team, a few girl visitors who
had stayed; radio communications with the outside world.

It emphasi es our contracting world; the fact that we were not exploring in
any sense of the word-the Sanctuary which guards the South face is known.
\"Ale did not even need a map to find our way into it; some of our Sherpas knew
the way well because it is part of one of their conducted treks for tourists.

The mystery was in the technical problem. Could we tackle a face as steep,
difficult and high as thi ; would the new equipment we were using work?
Would we last out the long siege at altitude? Would our own particular group
of climbers merge together into a close-knit team? Plenty in the past have
failed to do this, yet on this climb, more even than the average Himalayan
expedition, we were going to need the effort of every single member of the
expedition.

We reached the entrance to the Sanctuary, the magnificent glacier basin
guarding the south side of Annapurna, on 28 March. Don Whillans, my
deputy leader, had gone a few days ahead to find a site for our Base Camp.
The winter snows were particularly heavy and we had hit the snow-line at a
height ofjust over 3000 m. This gave us problems, for we had hoped to establish
Base Camp at 4270 m immediately below the face. lt was obviously going to
be difficult to persuade our porters to go far above the snow-line and we there
fore decided to establish a temporary Base Camp at the mouth of the Sanctuary,
and to shift it below to the foot of the face when our second batch of gear,
which had come by sea, arrived. The boat carrying the bulk of our gear had
been delayed by engine trouble at Cape Town and had only just reached
Bombay. Ian Clough was waiting there for it, with the vital task of escorting
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Map I. Sketch of the Annapurna massif showing the routes taken by the South face
and North face expeditions, compiled from records supplied by both parties
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it across India to Pokhara. Kelvin Kent, a serving officer with the Gurkha
Signals and our Base Camp Manager, was waiting at Pokhara with Mike
Thompson to organise the porters for our second batch of gear and bring it
up to Base Camp. Kent had already been of immense value, in the way he
had smoothed over our arrival in epal. He was to do even more for us in
manning Base Camp, organising the carries on the !owp.r part of the mountain,
and doing a lot of carrying himself. By the time they ;.crived I hoped that the
snow would have cleared sufficiently for us to use the best of our porters to
ferry all the gear up to the site of our eventual Base Camp.

It was an exciting moment when we all looked up at the face for the first time.
It looked even bigger than we had imagined, but what we saw was encouraging.
The rock band seen,ed quite broken and, even more important, the face
itself seemed fairly free from objective danger. Huge powder-snow avalanches
frequently creamed down to either side of the buttress we had chosen, but
there was nothing coming down its front.

The first problem was to reach the face, for its base was guarded by a complex
ice-fall. Don Whillans, Dougal Haston, Mick Burke and I went out ahead
to work out a route to the foot of the ridge leading up into the upper part of
the face, while the rest of the team began to ferry loads up to the site of our
eventual Base Camp. Camp 1 was established on the top of the Rognon on
2 April and Camp 2, protected from avalanches by a rock overhang, at the
side of the ridge at a height of 5335 m on 6 April. The route up to Camp 2

weaved its way through a complicated crevasse system and up a gangway
cutting across a serac wall. This was a spot we knew to be dangerous for tne
serac was obviously unstable, but it was a risk that we felt we could legitimately
accept, for climbers were only in the danger area for about three minutes and
it seemed no greater than a normal Alpine risk. We had no choice anyway,
for this was the only feasible route we could find through the glacier-any
other would have been even more dangerous.

Don WhiIlans and Dougal Haston moved up to Camp 2 and on 7 April, only
ten days after our arrival in the Sanctuary, they went round the side of the
ice-ridge and struck up a guIly leading to a prominent colon the crest of the
ridge. The guIly was straightforward but the weather broke early that day
and they fought their way up in the teeth of continuous powder-snow aval
anches to a point just below the col at a height of 6125 m. So far we had made
faster progress than we could possibly have anticipated. That same day our
rear party, with all the gear that had come by boat, caught up with us. lan
Clough had done a magnificent job, escorting the gear across India traveIling
most of the way on top of a lorry. We kept back twenty of the best porters so
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that in the next fortnight we could ferry all the gear up to the site of Base Camp.
Meanwhile, Martin Boysen and Nick Estcourt established Camp 3, ferrying
rope and tentage onto the crest of the ridge. Tom Frost and I then moved
through them and on 13 April were ready to lay siege to the ridge. There
seemed two alternatives; to turn the ridge to the left by a long shelf and then
cut straight up a gully to its end, or to try to tackle the ridge direct. Put off
by the array of cornices barring the top of the gully, and the fact that any
avalanche coming off the upper part of the face would assuredly sweep the
gully, we opted for the ridge and spent two tiring and frustrating days trying
to climb it direct.

The snow and ice were the consistency of spun sugar. It did not seem to matter
how much one shovelled away, one never reached a firm base. After two days
it became obvious that a direct assault would take too long; in the meantime,
Don Whillans and Dougal Haston had returned after a rest and had seen a
better route round to the side, hypassing the lower part of the ridge but avoiding
the dangerous gully. In the next few days we worked our way up this an~te

on to the crest of the ridge. From here on the climbing was consistently
difficult; Camp 4 was established on 23 April and Martin Boysen and Nick
Estcourt moved into the front to make an onslaught on a series of ice-towers
that now barred the way.

My overall plan was to have a pair out in front at anyone time, forcing the
route, with the rest of the team distributed between the camps below, ferrying
up the mountain. Once the front pair tired I pulled them back for a rest at
Base Camp before going back to the mountain; they would do some ferrying
and then go once more to the front. We were already short of man-power in
the lower camps, but we were able to recruit six of the best local porters for
the carry from Base Camp to Camp I which, though across a glacier, was
comparatively easy. These local Nepalese porters made a tremendous con
tribution to our eventual success.

Although frequent rests at Base Camp helped to keep members of the team
climbing at a reasonable level of performance over the course of the expedition,
it imposed a heavy strain on our available man-power. A pair resting at Base
Camp would take three days to get back up to Camp 3, four to Camp 4, and
so on. These were unproductive carries, for the climbers would probably
have a fair amount of their personal gear with them, and therefore would be
unable to carry much food or gear while shifting from one camp to another.
The most efficient system is to keep changes of camp down to the minimum,
but this pays little heed to the psychological factor of the monotony of carrying
day after day over the same stretch on a mountain, or the fact that climbers
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out in front quickly burnt themselves out, so great was the physical and mental
train of tackling high standard climbing at altitude. Above amp 4 this was

to apply to ferr ing up the fixed rope as weil. The only practical method on
thi type of big wall climbing, therefore, seem to be one of fairly fast turnover
and a large team to make this possible. We could undoubtedly have benefited
from a larger herpa force to undertake the monotonou yet phy icallyexacting
carrying on the lower part of the mountain. Our herpas did magnificent
work, carrying loads to Camp 4 on ground considerably steeper than they
had ever before encountered.

Boysen and Estcourt had the hardest climbing we had so far encountered
immediatel above Camp 4. It wa impossible to turn the ice-towers and they
therefore tackled them almost direct, contending with a series of traverses
acro sheer ice walls and up gulley of dangerously unsubstantial snow. It
took three days to force about 300 ft, and at the end of this period they were
totall exhausted. Ian Clough and I then took 0 er, climbing up and round
snow-pia tered rocks just below the crest of the ridge. After two days lough
went down for a re t and Haston took his place; I was determined to reach
the end of the ice-ridge personally. Another two days of slow, exhausting
climbing and we reached the end of the ridge. It wa 3 May nearly a month
after we had reached the colon the ridge and we were now only 450 m higher.
The climbing had been the mo t difficult any of u had encountered at this
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altitude. The line of fixed ropes up which we were going to have to ferry food,
oxygen and gear was like an aerial rope-way, with free jumar pitches and
awkward traverses across sheer snow-slopes.

Above the end of the ice-ridge the face opened out into a uniform snow slope
of about 40°, leading up to a line of ice-cliffs stretching across the entire face.
Our next problem was to find a way through these. Whillans and Haston were
established in a camp just below these cliffs by Burke and Frost, at a height
of approximately 6900 m. On 7 May, in a savage snow-storm, they found their
way through the cliffs up a steep ice-ramp and reached the foot of the rock
band-the most important feature of the entire climb.

Mick Burke and Tom Frost now took over and spent the next five days forcing
their way across the rock band. The most prominent feature on the band
was a groove which cut the nose of the buttress, a magnificent line if it had
been in the Alps, but at this stage we were trying to find the easiest possible
way up. Mick Burke and Tom Frost therefore picked their way across the
band working their way towards a subsidiary buttress very reminiscent of the
Flat Iron on the North wall of the Eiger. The climbing was very similar
steep ice-fields alternating with rock sections of around grade V in standard.
The rock was a type of limestone, giving sharp incut holds and good peg
cracks. It was surprisingly sound but most of the cracks and holds were
gummed with ice. Mick Burke led this part of the climb. The method he
used to fix rope in place was to climb on the soo-ft reel of 9-mm perlon,
running out long pitches of up to 200 ft, then pulling the rope through till
it was tight back to his second man, Tom Frost, fastening it off and letting
Tom jumar up the rope behind him. In this way he was running out the fixed
rope and climbing at the same time.

In three days they ran out 1200 ft of rope, as much, in fact, as Boysen and
Estcourt could keep ferrying to them. On the 13th they took a rest from the
face, though Burke dropped down to the dump at the top of the ice ridge
to collect a load and Frost spent a day digging out the tent. We were now
beginning to feel the strain of trying to keep open our communications. lan
Clough had been forced back for a rest but was now on his way back up the
mountain. I was still held down at Base Camp with an attack of pleurisy.
Everyone on the face was badly run-down. We had reduced the logistic
pressure on the lower part of the face by using our local Gurkha porters,
equipped with a variety of spare clothes and footwear, for the carry from Base
Camp to Camp 1. Some of these local porters were now doing the carry from
Camp 1 to 2, a fine achievement considering that they had never before been
on a glacier. Various visitors to Base Camp also lent a hand. Two of them,
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Frank Jackson and Robin Terry, arrived on 21 April and stayed for the rest
of the expedition, ferrying loads as high as Camp 4. In doing this they gave
us invaluable help. One of the T.V. team, Alan Hankinson, also rendered
sterling service, carrying loads up to Camp 3. This freed our Sherpas for
work higher up on the mountain and they were now keeping open the route from
both Camps 2 to 3 and 3 to 4; the latter run was considerably steeper than
anything they had ever tackled before. Pemba Tharkay, who had made two
trips to the top camp on Everest with the Indians, and had been with the
Germans on Annapurna the previous year, considered the route from 3 to
4 the most exacting he had ever undertaken. This was the first time any of
the Sherpas had ever used jumars, but they took to the unaccustomed tech
niques remarkably well.

But the carry from Camp 4 to 5 was taking its toll. Don had suggested splitting
the carry, with two coming down from 5 to pick up gear from the col at the
end of the ice-ridge and two carrying up to the col from 4. This was a good
idea, but we never had the available man-power to put it into effect. This
meant doing the complete carry, and we quickly found that you could only
do it every alternate day, taking rests in between. Although Frost and Burke
were making as much progress as they could-governed entirely by the amount
of rope that could be taken up to them-their progress from Base Camp
seemed very slow, especially when one looked up at the amount of rock there
was to climb above the Flat Iron. Time and strength were running out and
I was anxious to make a fast assault on the summit. With this in mind I had
brought Whillans and Haston back down for a rest after they had forced the
route up to the foot ofthe rock band. I was now anxious to push them through
to the front once again to ensure that we quickly reached the top of the rock
band and made our summit bid before the arrival of the monsoon, or, equally
serious, the collapse from exhaustion of the entire team.

This meant pushing Haston and Whillans through to the front out of sequence,
for strictly speaking it was the turn of Boysen and Estcourt, but to me it
seemed obvious that this pair had almost burnt themselves out in the punishing
role of supporting Frost and Burke on the rock band. If I pushed them through
to the front and allowed Whillans and Haston to exhaust themselves in their
turn in a support role, it seemed we might end up with no one fit enough for
the final push to the summit.

That night on the evening call I put across my plan and caused the only open
row of the entire expedition. The argument blazed over the radio waves;
Burke and Frost felt that it was morally wrong to push Dougal and Don
through to the front past Boysen and Estcourt, whose turn it should have been.
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In addition, with a closer personal knowledge of how strained was our supply
line, they felt that Don and DougaI's freshness should be used to build up
Camp 5 with the provisions, oxygen, tentage and rope needed for the assault
on the upper part of the rock band. There was undoubtedly much to be said
in favour of their view, but I felt that it was vital to keep up the momentum
of the push towards the summit and knew that Don and Dougal had the
combination of tenacity, drive and sheer canniness to do this. I probably
could have handled the argument over the air more tactfully, but in the end
it was agreed that Don and Dougal should move through to the front after
doing one big carry up to Camp 5 to establish the gear for Camp 6.

After an expedition it is very easy to get arguments out of context. The remark
able thing on Annapurna was that there was such a level of accord, and that
this was the only serious difference of opinion within the team. It was a healthy
one, and the fact that it was brought out at the time and thrashed out acted
as an important safety valve to the stress under which we were all labouring.
A by-product of the argument was that Mick Burke and Tom Frost, indignant
over a jibe by Whillans, made the most impressive single day's push of the
entire ascent the following day, running out 800 ft of rope, up on to the Flat
Iron. The climax was a magnificent 20o-ft lead by Burke up the steep rock
flanking the wall of the Flat Iron. But after this they were exhausted, for both
had now been on the face without a rest for over a month. They therefore
came back to Base. On the way down Mike Thompson, sick and badly run
down, was forced to join them for a rest.

It was developing into a war of attrition. On the 16th, Haston, Whillans and
Boysen moved up to Camp 5 and on the 17th they carried gear up to the site
of Camp 6 on top of the Flat Iron, returning that night to Camp 5. That same
day Estcourt had moved up to Camp 5; I was on my way to Camp 4 where
Lambert and Clough were already ensconced. Mike Thompson had been
forced back down for a rest with Burke and Frost. The 18th was a rest day,
with Estcourt and Haston dropping down to the dump to pick up some gear
that Ian Clough had carried up. And then on the 19th Boysen was-forced back
down to Base, exhausted and run down from his series of crippling carries
up to Camp 5.

Meanwhile, Don and Dougal had moved up to Camp 6 leaving Nick Estcourt
at Camp 5. I therefore joined Nick to keep open the link between the two top
camps, though this left only Ian Clough and Dave Lambert at Camp 4.

In the following week Don and Dougal forced the route up towards the top
of the rock band, living on the bare minimum of food, for it was all I could do
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to carry up to them the rope and tentage they would require for the final
assault. ick Estcourt had made one carry up to the Flat Iron on the 19th,
and after staying another two days at Camp 5, making two carries from the
dump and from just below the ice-cliff respectively, was also forced back to
Base Camp. He had reached a stage that almost everyone did at some point
of the expedition, when he could no longer possibly wring out any more effort
or endurance from an exhausted, oxygen-starved body. I made four carries
altogether up to Camp 6, making use of oxygen on three of them. I don't
think I could have done without. We had managed to get five cylinders of
oxygen up to Camp 5, but it would have been almost impossible to have
carried it any further up the mountain, we were so short of man-power.

On 21 May, Don and Dougal worked their way round the rib immediately
above their camp to reach the gully that we hoped would lead to the top of
the rock band. It was steep but full of snow and seemed fairly straightforward.
That day they ran out 400 ft of rope and the following day a further 500 ft.
Finally, about 200 ft from the top there was no rope left. They were so deter
mined to see over the top that they continued, climbing solo, over a series of
awkward snow-bulges to the top of the gully. They had succeeded beyond
all our expectations, for the gully came out above the mini rock band, giving
on to a straightforward snow-ridge curling up to the head-wall of the summit
rock.

'It's like a bloody football pitch,' Don commented, when I met them that
afternoon on my daily carry up to Camp 6.

It was now 23 May. They would have liked to carry a tent the next morning
to the top of the Flat Iron ready for their assault on the summit, but this was
the day that ick Estcourt had been forced to turn back, leaving me with the
difficult decision of what to take up to the front pair, since I could not have
managed a double load. I opted for fixed rape rather than the tent. As a result,
Don and Dougal had to spend the following day resting while I carried the
tent, a cine-camera and a little food up to them.

On the 24th we were ready for our phased assault on the summit. My plan
was for Don and Dougal to move up to the top of the rock band and establish
Camp 7, while Clough, who had joined me at 5 the previous night, and myself
would move up to Camp 6 in support, and Burke and Frost, who were now
on their way back up the mountain, would move from 4 to 5. In this way we
should have every camp occupied and be in a position, if the weather remained
settled, to put in three ascents on three successive days.
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It sounded great-in theory. In practice, the 24th was the wildest day of the
entire expedition. All of us wondered whether to start out that morning but,
anxious to get the climb finished, we all did against our better judgement.
Dougal and Don climbed the fixed ropes in the ice-gully through a blinding
torrent of avalanching spindrift. Dougal had to lead out the top 200 ft which
they had soloed two days before. It was reminiscent, and in some ways even
more difficult, than the top part of the Eiger Direct which he had climbed in
a storm in March 1966. The weather was the most savage that either of them
had ever experienced in the mountains. Once out of the gully, conditions were
even worse. They tried to find a site for their camp, but the slope was steeper
than it had seemed with ice underlying the snow. There was no chance of
digging the tent in. It was obvious that they would have to return, but it was
now a complete white-out. Driving snow merged into cloud merged into the
snow of the ridge. They could no longer see the top of their fixed rope; they
groped around and at last found it and slid thankfully back down to Camp 6.
But by this time Ian Clough and I had arrived there, battered and exhausted
by the high wind and continuous spin-drift avalanches. There was no question
of anyone moving that evening, so we spent a cramped and uncomfortable
night jammed in the partly collapsed two-man tent. The only consolation
was that the weight of our numbers might stop the tent blowing away.

The following morning we took stock. Four of us could not remain at Camp 6.
Don and Dougal were obviously going the strongest and so Ian and I agreed
to go back down, but this meant going all the way back to Camp 4, for Tom
Frost and Mick Burke were now in residence at Camp 5.

We were so close to success, and yet it seemed that we might have been just
two days too late. But at least we now had the mountain fully stocked, with a
tent on top of the rock band and all the necessary fixed rope in place. This meant
that we now only had to keep Don and Dougal supplied with food. A single
carry to Camp 6 would last them several days. I therefore resolved somehow to
keep them supplied, confident that they would sit it out. We just needed two
fine days to finish the climb.

On the 26th, Ian, Dave Lambert and I carried a IQad of food and oxygen
cylinders up to the dump, while Frost and Burke came down to collect them.
The following day Tom Frost carried the food up to Camp 6. That same day
Don and Dougal set out for the top of the rock band, with the prime intention
of establishing Camp 7, and returning that night. I suspect, however, that
each had a summit bid in the back of his mind. They reached the top of the
rock band at loam and Dougal took the tent. They then soloed up the snow-
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ridge looking for a camp site, but found nothing. They just kept plodding. The
weather was anything but fine, with a fierce, cold wind and blustering clouds.
At last they found a camp site-but it was immediately below the summit
cliffs, and so they decided to go for the top.

In Don Whillans's words:

'While Dougal picked out a rope and cine-camera, I went ahead to cut steps if
required. It was great to be moving without a load and off fixed ropes, the wind
providing a bit of uplift as it blew from the depths. A diagonal gangway of snow
cut across the final rock wall, finishing just below the top. I made for this. The
angle increased gradually. I glanced down through racing cloud. Dougal had
left the plateau and was climbing steadily in my wake. It was further than I had
thought: I was about 500 ft above the plateau with 100 ft still to go. The last
50 ft was on vertical snowy rocks with big holds and ledges, with a small cornice
marking the final feet. I chopped it down, dug the entrenching tool in the North
side of the mountain, pulled over, and the South face of Annapurna had been
climbed.

'On the North side it was like a summer's day, without a breath of wind. While
Dougal climbed the last rocks in the wind and spindrift, I basked in peace. The
angle of the North side looked incredibly easy, with a vast rock-studded plateau
stretching away into the distance. I hammered a piton into a crack in a large
rock sticking out from the snow, just as Dougal arrived. 'Good peg there, Son.'
'Right Dad.'

'I uncoiled the rope and draped it over the South face ready for our return. I
couldn't help wondering what the Gods of Annapurna thought when, twenty
years ago, the two dots of Herzog and Lachenal appeared on the plateau below
and, last week, two more of the Army expedition and, this week, two more! The
summit was along the ridge to our left. We were all right for time and pointed
out the surrounding peaks as they appeared and disappeared in the cloud. We
traversed the ridge and, while I climbed the last few feet to the summit, Dougal
whirred away with the cine-camera. We then reversed roles and, with a final
look round, slipped back down the rope.'

That night Dougal told us the superb news over the wireless. It was difficult
to believe; conditions had seemed so bad, though strangely they got pro
gressively worse the lower one was on the mountain. I immediately had another
difficult decision to make. Tom Frost and Mick Burke wanted to have their
try for the summit. I was unhappy about it, but we had always agreed that
there should be more than one ascent if individuals wanted to make their
attempt, and they were poised, ready to go. They would not have a support
party, but then, neither had Don and Dougal, for if anyone had collapsed or
had an accident at that stage of the expedition, on the upper part of the moun
tain, rescue would have been almost impossible.
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Mick Burke and Tom Frost made their attempt on 29 May but were turned
back by the extreme cold and high winds; they certainly were not going as
strongly as had been Don and Dougal. On 30 May we were in the last stages
of clearing the mountain; Tom and Mick were on their way down from Camp
4, Mike Thompson, Dave Lambert and Ian Clough were coming down from
3. Mike and Ian were out in front and were just starting to cross the ice-fall
below Camp 2 when the serac wall immediately above them collapsed. It was
a risk we had always known about, but one that we had been forced to accept.
No one was in the danger area for more than three minutes at a time. Mike
escaped by diving back into the shelter of an ice-wall, but Ian was too far
out and was swept away by the avalanche. •

Suddenly a glorious and very happy success was turned into tragedy, literally
in the last minutes of the expedition. It was the kind of accident that could
have happened to anyone on the expedition at any stage of it and which almost
any Himalayan climber must be prepared to face; but that did not make it any
easier to accept.

It had been a superb expedition both in terms of our relationship with each
other and in the satisfaction of having solved so many problems that before
the expedition had been unknown quantities. The tragedy at its end cannot
alter this, but our satisfaction will always be tinged with deep sadness for the
loss of a fine friend and one of the least selfish people that I think any of us
had ever known.

SUMMARY Annapurna South face team. Chris Bonington (Leader), Don
Whillans (Deputy Leader), Martin Boysen, Mick Burke, Nick Estcourt,
Tom Frost, Dougal Haston, Dave Lambert (Doctor), Kelvin Kent (Base
Camp Manager) and Mike Thompson. Sherpas: Pasang Kami (Sirdar),
Pemba Tharkay, Ang Pema, Mingma Tsering, Kancha, Nima Tsering. The
London Sherpas: Frank Jackson, Robin Terry. T.V. Team: John Edwards,
Jon Lane, John Soldini, Alan Hankinson. Also, six local porters who carried
up to Camp 2.
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Statistics

Temporary Base: 3660 m-reached 28 March.
Base Camp: 4270 m.
Camp I: 4880 m on 2 April.
Camp 2: 5335 m on 6 April.
Camp 3: 6125 m on 13 April.
Camp 4: 6500 m on 23 April.
End of Ice Ridge: 6600 m on 3 May.
Camp 5: 6goo m on 9 May.
Camp 6: 7315 m on Ig May.
Summit: 80g1 m on 27 May (D. Haston and D. Whillans).

Rope used: 5500 m
Rock pitons: 150.
Ice pitons 50.
Dead men: 30.
Snow stakes: 20.
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